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Safari Hunting Club

User Manual

（Please read this User Manual carefully before you installing this product.）
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Ⅰ、Features and description of games
This machine is a redemption machine that for 1 player, which is designed for public

entertainment. The game is simple, stimulating and entertaining. The design is beautiful, bright

and delicate. It is a relaxing, entertaining, stable and reliable entertainment machine. This product

is suitable for all kinds of game amusement places.

Ⅱ、Matters needing attention

1、Installation attention

 this machine is suitable for indoor use, they are not allowed for outdoor use.

 When the machine is installed properly, the feet of the bottom of the machine should be

put down so that the machine is safely placed on the ground.

 After electricity, do NOT disassemble, assemble or move the machine at random.

 Before moving or repairing, the power supply must be turned off first and the power line

is pulled out.

 The machine should be placed on the flat ground, and it should not be placed in a smooth,

unstable or vibrant place.

 The machine can not be placed in the high temperature amusement park.

2、Operating Notes

 Please check whether the power plug and the power cord are in good condition before the

power supply is connected, and check whether the voltage is suitable for the

requirements of the machine.

 The power supply voltage must be used according to the required voltage on the rear

cover of the machine.

 The power supply must be disconnected during maintenance and maintenance

 Non professionals are not allowed to repair the electronic control device at random.

 When replacing the device, please choose the appropriate replacement parts that are

approved for replacement.

 When you pull out the power line, you need to grasp the plug, not the wire.

 Can not plug and pull out the plug with a wet hand, can not force, distort the power line.
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III、Parts

Please check whether the following parts are included in the machine before using.

IV、How to Play
 Choose game mode.

NO NAME SIZE PC UNITE PICTURE REMARK

1 Power line 1．8m 1 PC

2 Fuse tube 5XΦ20mm 2 PC 5A

3 User manual 1 PC

4 Keys of Coin box AH78 1 PC

5 Key of doors AH57 1 PC
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 Choose the roles， the game begins.

 Drive towards the animals.

 When you approach the animal, there will be a green cursor, you can push the

handle to throw out the rope.
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 When you rope it, pull the handle to hold it and get closer to it.

 When the green cursor shows again, you can push the handle again to throw the

net to catch the animal. When you catch it, you can get tickets.
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 throw the net

 Capture Successfully
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V、Dimension and Technical Parameter

1. Voltage：AC220V±5% 50Hz(or AC 110V±5%, make the reference with the

mark)；

2. Max Power：450W；

3. Dimension：W1070*D1714*H2084（mm）;

4. Weight：About 75kg;

5. Environmental conditions:

(Indoor) Temperature: -10~+40 ° c ; Humidity: ≤ 90%;

Atmospheric pressure: 86Pa~106Pa.

6. Structure of machine.

H: 2884mm

W: 1070mmD: 1714mm
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Screen

Handle

Button

Steering wheel

Gas
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VI、METHODS OF PUT ,FIXEDAND MOVED
1. this machine is suitable for indoor use, they are not allowed for outdoor use.
Outdoor use will affect the performance of the machine.
2.Mounted range size:
Machines should be placed, there is enough space to allow air to flow, cooling of

the machine will be better.

3. Do not use the machine in the following areas：

①.The places which will make the machine produce condensate water or the areas
of large condensation temperature;
②.Places near hot objects;
③.Places near the dangerous goods;
④．The smooth or unstable places;
⑤．Near the equipment which is easy to produce sparks;
⑥．Place in a serious shock;
⑦．In the dusty environment.
4. When move it , you must pay attention to the following:

①.When you move it, you must turn off the power and pull the power
connection out.
②.If the caster can not move when you moving, please replace the castors.
③.Any moving, turning and transport artificial random could damage the device
and destroyed the mechanical properties .
④.Confirmed the process of moving , flipping and transportation meet the
manufacturers requirements.
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VII. Description of main parts

1. Main board, power supply box and computer

2. Setting board

Control box Power supply

switch

Ticket Move Setting
refund
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Ticket refund：Ticket out after lack of ticket

Move：Move up and down

Setting：Enter the backstage setting/OK

3. Power input box

Switch：Turn on / turn off

Power supply socket：It must be connected to the AC power supply according to the

special instructions on the back door of the machine.

Fuse holder：There is fuse，the specification is φ6mm × 30mm 。

4. Coin selector and ticket dispenser

Insert Coin

coin reject bar

coin reject slot
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This coin selector is a CPU comparator coin selector. It is more smooth and accurate.
Coin reject bar：When the coin is stuck, turn the bar, the coin would be out from coin reject slot.

Coin reject slot：If the coin is not correct, it will be out from the coin reject slot.
When you insert the correct coin, then blue LED of panel would flash. If the coin cross

not smoothly, press the precision switch to common position.

Working Voltage：DC+12V±10%，current：60mA±5%，

CONUTER：coin counter，GND：GND，COIN：Coin signal output.

Appropriate coins：Diameterφ22mm～φ28mm，thickness 1.7mm～2.2mm。

Adjustment of time：Fast（20mS）、Mid（40mS）、Slow（100mS）Three pulse output.

Output level：NO or NC，default is NO。

Analog coin signal

Coin test
sensitivity

Precision
Switch
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Method of tickets putting.

A. Put the tickets into the slot till the ticket goes under the wheel.
B．Press the ticket out button, till the first ticket out.
C．Attention：
1、The tickets could not put in the slot overlapping.
2、You should put the ticket as the direction of ticket out.
3、The lines of ticket dispenser could not be touched or twine with the tickets.
4、When the ticket is stuck, you need to take apart the main part of ticket

dispenser and take out the ticket manually.
5、The two switches at the upper of the ticket dispenser should be one upward

and another downward, or the tickets would not come out.

Level adjust

switch

Positive rotation
button

Reversal button

Ticket out
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VIII. Methods of power connection
Look-out：
Power cord can not be pressed by heavy objects, which would easily cause short
circuit and may lead to serious fires.

1. When you pull the power cord out form the socket, you should seize the plug
prefer grasp the wire.

2. Can not pull the plug directly with wet hands.
3. Can not force stretched and twisted the power cord, and the power cord can

not be expose or near the object which is in high temperatures.
4. The power cord can not be kicked or contact easily.
5. Must use the correct voltage and fuse (See the specification)

IX. Use and maintenance guide
1．Machines for maintenance and repairs, you must turn off the power .

In order to avoid short circuit, the persons concerned access to machine internal components

before you turn off the power source. If it requires power, shall meet the requirements of

operating instructions

2．When you replace a component determines when the appropriate choice of accessories.

Use of incorrect parts can result in fire or electrical short circuit, damage to the Board, and no

device

3．Don't arbitrarily split the Royal, Assembly, alter equipment. This can cause fire or an electrical

short circuit, mechanical failures, and so on.

4．Confirm the move, flip, transport and so on to meet manufacturers request. Random

people-moving, can damage equipment such as flip, transport, destruction of machinery

performance.

5．This machine is suitable for indoor use, should not be used outdoors.

Outdoor use will affect the performance of the machine.

6．Not in the following places
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★Place where leakage or high humidity

★Close to the places of high temperature objects

★Close to dangerous goods.

★Slippery or unstable place.

★Equipment close to the spark

★Shock serious place

★Dusty environment

7．Do not place a vase filled with water in the above, cups. container, or placing chemicals above

and very heavy.

Liquid overflow will cause electrical short circuit damage devices, chemical corrosion

machine, will harm the human body falling from a height and destruction of the machine.

8．Do not place objects at the vent being blocked will cause the temperature rise, affect the

functioning of machines or even damage the device..

9．Power cord can not be pressed by heavy objects, which would easily cause short circuit

and may lead to serious fires.

10．When you pull the power cord out form the wall socket, you should seize the plug prefer

grasp the wire. This will damage the wires, causing short circuits and fires.

11．Can not pull the plug directly with wet hands. Otherwise, it may cause electric shock injuries

to the body.

12．Can no force stretched and twisted the power cord, and the power cord can not be expose or

near the object which in high temperatures. The above practices can damage the wires, causing

short circuits and fires.

13．Power cord can not be kicked or contact easily. This will harm the human body and damage

the machine

14．Must use the correct voltage and fuse (See the specification) Use other standard voltage will

cause a short circuit and fire, using the inappropriate security line will damage the machine

or causing a fire.

15．Not arbitrarily or operation of fire control and other failures.
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Ⅹ、Backstage setting.

1. Game setting
2. Sound setting
3. Hardware test
4. System daily
5. Factory default setting
6. Back to game
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Game setting

1. Language
2. Coins for each game
3. Difficulty
4. LOGO: To set if the logo shown when starting
5. Ticket：ON or OFF
6. Time：Time for each game
7. Ratio of ticket and score
8. Lowest ticket
9. Back：Back to last menu
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Input test/hardware test

1. Handle：Show the value of potentiometer for handle.
2. Adjust：Adjust the value（Confirm when move to left and right）
3. Back：Back to last menu
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